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Abstract—A simple and intuitive model to mine an email
transactions log for significant messages and users is presented.
No use is made of NLP or semantic analysis. The model
is based only on scoring messages and users from a graph-
theoretic analysis of the communication pattern represented in
the transaction log. Practical experiments indicate the potential
of the model.
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I. I NTRODUCTION

Communication between workers in a large organization,
such as a company or institute, often takes place over work-
place channels such as office phones and the intra-organization
email system. Moreover, organizations, especially those with
particular security concerns or susceptibility to espionage and
malfeasance, often have strict policies restricting employees’
expectation of privacy in the workplace. It is in the interests,
therefore, of such organizations to monitor, at some level,
internal email and telecommunications. However, semantically
analyzing text, e.g., the content of an email or that of the
transcript of a phone conversation, to return a concise human-
readable report is a difficult NLP problem [2] for which there
is currently no reliable automatic solution. Human intervention
seems unavoidable, but is costly. Of practical use in securing
a sensitive workplace environment, therefore, would be an
automatic filtering system which focuses human attention to
particularly suspicious communication or users.

In this paper we propose a fairly simple and intuitive
model to locate significant (though not necessarily pernicious)
messages and users from an analysis only of email transaction
logs,without invoking NLP or any form of semantic analysis.
Analysis of email logs has received recent attention in the data
mining community especially since the Enron logs became
publicly available [1]. However, models created to date seem
complicated and somewhat contrived. Shetty and Adibi [6]
suggest a model based on measuring entropy in a multi-
digraph which they apply to the Enron database to identify
significant users. Kazienko, Musial and Zgrzywa [3] model the
log using a multi-digraph as well, and then locate significant
users by evaluating node positions in the digraph. Our model,

too, initially represents the email transactions log in a multi-
digraph. Subsequently, though, we score messages based on
the response they get, and users based on the email activity
they instigate.

II. EMAIL TRANSACTIONS FRAMEWORK AND SCORING

MODEL

We assume that we are in a large email community such as
a university, company or similar organization. For example, at
the authors’ institute, the Asian Institute of Technology,a com-
munity of a few thousand faculty, staff, students and alumni
share email addresses of the formname@ait.asia. As we are
interested only in analyzing intra-community transactions we
shall assume that the community is closed – effectively this
means that mail recieved from or sent outside the community
will be ignored. Accordingly, we shall assume that every
message is logged in the community’s email server as an entry
containing the following 7 fields:

1) Message ID (MID): This is a unique positive integer for
each message.

2) Sender: The sender’s ID as a system user,
e.g., Joe Smith, whose email address might be
Joe.Smith@ait.asia.

3) Message Type: This is one of “Original”, “Forwarded”
or “Reply”. An original message is one which is not
in response to an earlier message, while a forwarded or
reply message is so in the implied manner.

4) Response To: In case of a forwarded or reply message
this is the ID of the message to which it is responding;
in case of an original message it is set to 0 (a value
which cannot be a message ID).

5) Time: The system time that the message was delivered.
6) Subject: The subject line of the message.
7) Recipients: The user ID’s of the recipients.

Note: A practical email system (e.g., Postfix [5], a multi-
platform mailer used at the Asian Institute of Technology)
will typically log fields and meta-data in addition to and
different from the seven listed above. But the listed fields can
certainly be automatically extracted, so we shall assume the
log restricted only to these.



TABLE I
PART OF AN EMAIL TRANSACTIONS LOG TABLE.

MID Sender Message Type Response To Time Subject Recipient
1 A Original 0 1:30 Meeting B, C, D
2 C Forwarded 1 2:10 Meeting E, F
3 A Original 0 4:45 Lunch C
4 E Reply 2 5:30 Meeting C
5 F Reply 2 8:30 Meeting C
6 C Forwarded 3 9:20 Lunch B, D

An initial snippet from a hypothetical log is shown in
Table I.

From the email transactions log it is straightforward to build
a multi-digraph, which we call theuser-node transactions
digraph, each node of which is a user and each edge cor-
responding to a message. An edge label is of the formm : n,
wherem is the message ID andn is the ID of the message
to which it responds. Figure 1 is the user-node transactions
digraph built from the log data of Table I. We omit details of
the algorithm to build the user-node transactions digraph,but
note that it is space-efficient and linear-time.
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Fig. 1. The user-node transactions digraph built from TableI.

Note that the digraph representation of the log table is lossy
in that the latter cannot be re-constructed from the former.
However, the dependence structure of the emails, essentialto
our scoring model is preserved.

A. Scoring Messages
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Fig. 2. The message-node transactions hierarchy built fromthe user-node
transactions digraph of Figure 1.

Our proposed method to score messages is recursive and,
therefore, we need first to derive from the user-node trans-
actions digraph an acyclic data structure, which we call
the message-node transactions hierarchy. Each node of the
message-node transactions hierarchy is a message (MID, pre-
cisely) and each directed edge represents a response which is

either a forwarded message or reply. Additionally, each node
has a label of the formx : list, wherex is the ID of the user
issuing the message andlist is that of the recipients. Fig-
ure 2 is the transactions hierarchy built from the transactions
digraph of Figure 1. The transactions hierarchy is evidently a
forest, each component tree of which represents one particular
hierarchy of message dependences. Again, we omit details of
the algorithm to build the transactions hierarchy.

We are now in a position to describe our recursive model to
score messages. The analyst using the model is first required
to assign three real number co-efficients –co, cr and cf –
to determine the importance of original, reply and forwarded
messages, respectively. We require the normalization rule
co +cr +cf = 1, and, further, thatcr ≥ cf ≥ co (this latter re-
lationship is based on our empirical observation of co-efficient
values which yield realistic results). Both relationshipshave
been built into our scoring software. We have obtained good
results with the particular valuescr = 0.5, cf = 0.3 and
co = 0.2.

Our model scores messages with the following recursive
formula for the message IDm:

score(m) = ctype(m) ∗ rm +
∑

n�m

score(n) (1)

wherectype(m) is co, cr or cf according as messagem is an
original, reply or forwarded message;rm is the number of
recipients ofm; and, n � m denotes that the message with
ID n is a child of the message with IDm in the transactions
heirarchy.

The intuition underlying the formula is simple: each mes-
sage “inherits” value from messages which respond to it;
moreover, a message adds to its inherited value an intrinsic
value determined by its type and number of recipients. A
higher score implies greater importance obviously. Formula 1
can be implemented to compute the score of every message
through a linear-time breadth-first recursion over the trans-
actions hierarchy. The scores computed by the formula from
Figure 2 using the valuescr = 0.5, cf = 0.3 andco = 0.2 are
shown in Table II, an enhanced version of Table I.
Note: The scoring method for messages requires access to the
original email log table as well to determine the type of a
message.

B. Scoring Users

To score users we apply the user-node transactions digraph,
which allows us to separate mail to and from a user, rather
than message-node transactions heirarchy. The analyst has



TABLE II
EMAIL TRANSACTIONS LOG OF TABLE I WITH AN EXTRA COLUMN OF MESSAGE SCORES.

MID Sender Message Type Response To Time Subject Recipient Score
1 A Original 0 1:30 Meeting B, C, D 2.2
2 C Forwarded 1 2:10 Meeting E, F 1.6
3 A Original 0 4:45 Lunch C 0.8
4 E Reply 2 5:30 Meeting C 0.5
5 F Reply 2 8:30 Meeting C 0.5
6 C Forwarded 3 9:20 Lunch B, D 0.6

again to assign co-efficients – real numbersCin and Cout –
now to determine the importance of incoming and outgoing
messages, respectively. The normalization ruleCin+Cout = 1
is required, as well asCin ≥ Cout (this latter relationship
is based on the heuristic that the significance of incoming
messages signal the importance of a user more than that of
outgoing ones, and has been borne out experimentally). We
use the particular valuesCin = 0.6 and Cout = 0.4 in our
experiments.

Our model scores the userX with the following formula:

score(X) = Cout ∗
∑

m∈Out(X)

score(m) + Cin ∗
∑

m∈In(X)

ctype(m)

(2)
whereOut(X) is the set of message ID’s outgoing fromX ,
while In(X) the set incoming toX . Moreover,score(m) and
ctype(m), if m is a message ID, retain the same meaning as in
Formula (1).

TABLE III
USER SCORES.

User Score
A 1.2
B 0.3
C 1.72
D 0.3
E 0.38
F 0.38

The motivation for the formula to score users is fairly
straightforward. Firstly, a user is “given” the total scoreof
all her outgoing mail, weighted byCout. Observe next that
if an incoming message is replied to or forwarded, then this
response is amongst the outgoing messages. Therefore, to
avoid double scoring, the user acquires from an incoming
messagem only its “base” score ofctype(m). The total of
these scores is weighted byCin.

Calculating using Formula (2) based on Figure 1 and using
the valuescr = 0.5, cf = 0.3, co = 0.2, Cin = 0.6 and
Cout = 0.4, the user scores are displayed in Table III.

C. Analysis

In practical settings the analyst can apply the proposed
scoring model in various ways to locate significant messages
and users for possible further investigation.

A message’s raw score is, of course, the first indicator of its
significance. Likewise for a user. For a comparative analysis,
scores – both message and user – may be normalized on a

scale of 0 to 1, the lowest score, either message or user, being
0, and the highest 1. The analyst may then set a trigger based
on her domain expertise, scores above which draw a follow-up.

Normalization-based methods may be skewed by outliers.
A way past this difficulty for the analyst is simply to sort the
data and focus on the topxth percentile,x again being based
on her understanding of the domain.

Another potentially powerful method to detect significance
is by following trends over time. This requires cumulating log
data and periodically calculating scores. Users, for example,
who trend upwards rapidly in a short period are likely of more
interest than those who have a historically high rating simply
by virtue of their status in the organization.

Our scoring model is as yet basic. Enhancements can lead
to more sophisticated analytic techniques. We discuss some
possibilities in the last section.

III. E XPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We ran our scoring model on the Enron email database
[1], as formatted by Shetty and Adibi [6]. Of the set of
189,298 emails in the database, unfortunately, we were forced
to eliminate more than half because of incomplete fields – in
particular, we removed those messages which were replies or
were forwarded, but did not identify the MID of the original
message. This still left us with a subset of 79,610 messages,
and 20,214 users who sent and received them.

The ten most significant messages and top ten users ac-
cording to our model in the truncated database are listed in
the following Tables IV and V, respectively.

Analyzing the significant messages table is difficult without
knowing the content of the mails listed. All we can say at this
time is that they are all of original-type and created a lot of
“churning”. Item No. 3 on cougars at Enron is understandable
and amusing in this context! If our system were actually
deployed as part of security system, then these messages would
be all be followed up on.

The significant users table clearly shows personnel known
from their media exposure to be important in Enron.

IV. CONCLUSIONS ANDFUTURE WORK

We have described a model to mine email transaction logs to
detect both significant users and messages. The model is based
on sound analytic principles. However, a limitation currently
is that it does not take into account domain knowledge, e.g.,
persons known to hold senior positions and topics known to
be sensitive. The analytic model might be further refined as
well by integrating other data mining techniques.



TABLE IV
TOP TEN SIGNIFICANTENRON MESSAGES.

No. MID Sender Mes. Type Date Subject Score
1 270269 lisa.jones Original 01-09-24 Analyst or Associate – 205.8

Middle Market
2 68637 kenneth.lay Original 01-08-23 Associate/Analyst – 189.6

Program
3 158508 tracey.kozadinos Original 01-06-14 Updated Cougars@Enron 178.4

Email List
4 94645 bob.ambrocik Original 01-10-11 Solar Migration – 168.6

October 13-14, 2001 –
Second Notice

5 94957 bob.ambrocik Original 01-10-05 Solar Migration – 168.2
DATE CHANGE –
VERY IMPORTANT

6 94964 bob.ambrocik Original 01-10-04 Solar Migration – 167.4
Third Notice –
Time Change!!!!!

7 244879 bob.ambrocik Original 01-10-09 Solar Migration – 167.4
Outage –
October 13-14

8 52457 bob.ambrocik Original 01-10-02 Solar Migration – 168.6
Second Notice

9 94755 bob.ambrocik Original 01-10-12 Solar Migration – 168.6
Final Notice

10 270210 bob.ambrocik Original 01-09-28 Solar Migration – 168.6
Very Important

TABLE V
TOP TEN SIGNIFICANTENRON USERS.

No. Email Address Name Position Score
1 jeff.dasovich Jeff Dasovich Government Relations 9265

Executive
2 pete.davis Pete Davis Proxy Officer 5568

Executive
3 jae.black T. Jae Black Assistant to Kevin 4336

Presto, East Power
Trading, Enron

4 veronica.espinoza Veronica Espinoza Staff of Credit Risk 4152
Management

5 tana.jones Tana Jones Senior Legal Specialist 3488
Executive

6 ginger.dernehl Ginger Dernehl Admin Assistant 3485
Global Government
Affairs

7 susan.mara Susan J. Mara Director, Regulatory 3161
Affairs

8 vince.kaminski Vince Kaminski Manager, Risk 3048
Management

9 cheryl.johnson Cheryly Johnson Enron Net Works 2612
Global Data
Management

10 rhonda.denton Rhonda L. Denton Executive 2579
Executive
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